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AT THE BELL

What's the Big Deal?
J

une marks the IR community’s largest annual gathering – the NIRI Annual Conference.
But why do a thousand busy IR professionals make this annual pilgrimage? They
have plenty of other things to choose from – many networking and learning options

throughout the year. For that matter, why do more than 100 million convention-goers gather at
their respective associations’ annual gatherings? Why do conventions continue to grow in the

Gary A. LaBranche,
FASAE, CAE
President and CEO
National Investor
Relations Institute
glabranche@niri.org

age of digital connection? What is the big deal?
The answers are as varied and diverse as the attendees themselves. Often, like NIRI’s Annual Conference, conventions offer high-level speakers and experts, the likes of which are rarely
gathered under one roof. The chance to learn from them, and even meet them, is compelling
for both the upwardly ambitious as well as the most experienced veteran. The opportunity to
network with the “best and brightest” in the profession is often cited by attendees.
Efficiently identifying the best service providers in the field is a major convention benefit
for many. And many attendees say that such gatherings are an effective way to identify
emerging trends and ideas, the kind that gives top performers a special advantage. And doing all these things over a cold beverage and a tasty snack isn’t a bad way to spend a few days.
But, down deep, maybe after that cold beverage (or two), attendees will admit that an annual trip to the annual convention is a renewal of community and a freshening of the spirit.
It allows us to check in with our peers whose relationships carry us along in good times and
bad as we experience the arc of our careers. And it gives us a chance to celebrate the profession that we have chosen and the professionals who have helped to build it.
Congratulations to all of those who are lucky enough to get to the NIRI 2017 Annual
Conference in Orlando. And while I have you, please take a moment to mark your calendar
for the next NIRI Annual Conference, June 10-13, 2018, in Las Vegas, NV. That conference is
certain to be a big deal.
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NIRI NOW

E D I T O R I A L A DV I S O RY B OA R D
Geoffrey Buscher
Expeditors International
Alexandra Deignan
Schnitzer Steel Industries, Inc.
Scott W. Dudley, Jr.
Spire Inc.
Alan Engbring
Conatus Pharmaceuticals
James Farley
Investment Technology Group, Inc.
Patrick Gallagher
Dix & Eaton

Margo Happer
Named
NIRI Fellow

Eileen Gannon
Workiva
Rebecca Gardy
SecureWorks Corp.
Heather Kos, IRC
Ingredion
Gregg Lampf
Ciena Corporation
Nicole Noutsios
NMN Advisors
Evan Pondel
PondelWilkinson
Maryellen Thielen
Forest Glen Communications LLC

M

Theresa Womble
Compass Minerals

argo C. Happer,

IR profession, a long-term

2016. When I served as

N I R I B OA R D O F D I R E C T O R S

senior vice presi-

commitment to selfless vol-

NIRI’s Board liaison to

dent, investor

unteer service throughout

the Senior Roundtable in

Valerie Haertel, IRC, Chair
BNY Mellon

relations at Wyndham

our organization, recog-

2016, I observed Margo’s

Worldwide, has been named

nized thought leadership,

incredible leadership skills,

as a 2017 NIRI Fellow. She

and more,” says Gary A.

dedication and drive for

joins a select group of only

LaBranche, FASAE, CAE,

excellence which resulted

24 individuals who have

president and CEO of NIRI.

in one of NIRI’s most

NIRI Board Chair Valerie

earned the prestigious

Haertel, IRC, global head

attended conferences. As

of investor relations at

a well-established thought

Recognition Program

BNY Mellon, commented,

leader in our profession for

honors NIRI members

“Margo has been a NIRI

many years and someone

who have distinguished

member since 1991 and

who has given back to the

themselves through their

has contributed exten-

community throughout

leadership within NIRI as

sively to NIRI and the IR

her career, it is my honor

well as the professional

community. Among her

to welcome Margo to the

standards to which they

accomplishments, Margo

distinguished group of

have abided and their

served as president of

NIRI Fellows.”

involvement and contribu-

the New York chapter in

tions to the IR profession

1997, as a NIRI Annual

Fellow at the NIRI 2017

throughout their careers.

Conference co-chair in

Annual Conference in

2002, as a NIRI Board

Orlando, June 4-7, 2017. Visit

this program is designed to

member from 2002 to

www.niri.org/fellows for

recognize: exemplary leader-

2006, and as chair of the

more information about the

ship within NIRI and in the

Senior Roundtable in

NIRI Fellows program. IR

Fellows designation.
The NIRI Fellows

“Margo represents all that

6
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She will be honored as a

Lee M. Ahlstrom, IRC
Paragon Offshore
Liz Bauer
CSG Systems International, Inc.
David Calusdian
Sharon Merrill Associates
Shep Dunlap
Mondel z International
Hala Elsherbini
Halliburton Investor Relations
Sidney G. Jones
Genuine Parts Co.
Gary A. LaBranche, FASAE, CAE
NIRI
Jason Landkamer
Fluor Corporation
Angeline McCabe
WellCare Health Plans
Carol Murray-Negron
Equanimity, Inc.
Nils Paellmann
T-Mobile US
Ronald A. Parham
Columbia Sportswear Co.
Melissa Plaisance
Albertsons Companies
Greg Secord
Open Text Corporation
Julie D. Tracy, IRC
Wright Medical Group N.V.
Mark Warren
Vulcan Materials
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Connection is everything.

C O N T I N U O U S I N F O R M AT I O N
NYSE Connect delivers comprehensive, mission-critical
data, information and analytics — free to NYSE-listed companies.
nyse.com/connect #ringtrue
© 2017 NYSE Group, Inc. All rights reserved. New York Stock Exchange and NYSE are trademarks of NYSE Group, Inc. or its affiliates. For more information regarding
registered trademarks see: intercontinentalexchange.com/terms-of-use.

NIRI NOW
IR PROFESSIONALS
EARN IRC
CERTIFICATION
NIRI congratulates 11 IR
professionals who received
their Investor Relations
Charter (IRC) certifications
in April 2017:
Jennifer R. Almquist, IRC
Deborah L. Belevan, IRC
Barron S. Beneski, IRC
Brian G. Campbell, IRC
Jacqueline R. Cossmon, IRC
Rebecca A. Herrick, IRC
Laura P. Kiernan, IRC
Richard J. Lund, IRC
Sara E. Pellegrino, IRC
Paul Surdez, IRC

SPOTLIGHT ON ADVOCACY

New SEC Chair
Takes Office
SEC Chair Jay Clayton plans to advocate for
more IPOs and improve the attractiveness of U.S.
public capital markets.

I

n early May, Wall Street deal lawyer
Jay Clayton was sworn into office by
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Anthony

M. Kennedy as the 32nd Chairman of the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).
Clayton, who was a partner with Sullivan
& Cromwell, has represented financial firms
and issuers in mergers and acquisitions, ini-

tial public offerings, and other transactions.
During his confirmation hearing in March, he
voiced concern about the significant decline
in IPOs over the past 20 years said the SEC
should do more to improve the attractiveness
of the U.S. public capital markets.

Lisa D. Wilson, IRC

One of his first priorities as chair will be to
hire senior staff to oversee the SEC's key divisions. Clayton has named William Hinman,
a deal lawyer from Silicon Valley, to lead the
Corporation Finance Division, which reviews
issuer disclosures.
“NIRI stands for full and fair disclosure,

June 29, 2017 is
the deadline for IRC
applications for the
September 9-16, 2017
testing window. Learn
more at www.niri.org/
certification or email
certification@niri.org.
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sound corporate governance, fair and efficient
capital markets, equity ownership transparency, and proxy advisory reform,” NIRI

enabling capital and information to flow more

President and CEO Gary A. LaBranche, FASAE,

freely to fuel innovation, new public offerings,

CAE, said after Clayton was confirmed. “We

and economic growth.”

look forward to working with Chair Clayton,

With Clayton taking office, there still are two

the entire Commission, and other financial

commissioner vacancies at the SEC. As of

market constituents to modernize SEC regula-

press time in early May, President Donald

tions to align with these principles. We believe

Trump had not yet announced his nominees

the SEC can protect investors while also

for those seats.
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Missing Something Vital?

With massive outflows of investment from active to passive
strategies, are you practicing IR the way you always have?
It’s critical for IR to adapt to market
changes. Knowing when it’s about
you – and when it’s not – is vital. Market
Structure Analytics help you track
passive investment and other behaviors
driving your stock price. You’ll have the
answers management wants when the
stock moves unexpectedly. Help your
Board better understand how your

stock trades in a market where
fundamentals are often subordinated
to robots and computer models. Measuring
market behaviors is an essential IR action
leading to better decisions about how to
spend your time and resources. You can
continue to ignore the passive investment
wave, but having no answer when the
CEO asks is...awkward.

Call 303-547-3380 or visit
ModernIR.com

NIRI NOW
Unpacking Boxes: One IRO’s Story

Ever considered writing a book? Tim Wesley, vice president of investor
relations for Wabtec Corporation, did just that.

T
myboxes
A Nostalgic Collection of Stories and Stuff

by Tim Wesley

Foreword by Amanda,
Megan, and Hannah

itled “My Boxes: A

Over the years, I’ve kept memen-

I would ever finish, but early

Nostalgic Collection of

toes in boxes in the basement

in 2016 I completed the “Paper

Stories and Stuff,” the

and did a lot of family history

and Bronze” chapter, and that

book unpacks the “boxes” of his

research. Now and then, I would

really got me over the hump.

life, including memories from

rummage through the boxes

growing up, celebrity stories

and reminisce. A few years ago,

Tell us about the Paper and

from his early career as a sports-

I started to think that some of

Bronze Chapter.

writer when he interviewed

the stories might be interesting

This chapter traces my career. It

stars such as Joe Namath and

to others, and I really wanted

includes my first trip to the New

Lyle Alzado, the tale of how he

to put them down on paper so

York Stock Exchange, which was

attended Elvis Presley’s last great

generations of my family would

a dream come true; a

concert on New Year’s Eve 1976,

know the significance of the sto-

section about 9-11, where I tell

and the highlights of his career

ries and stuff. My goal was to tell

the story of a work colleague

as an IRO.

the stories in a way that would

whose mother and sister were on

make readers think of their

the first plane that hit the WTC;

own memories and mementos,

and my battle with cancer, during

because I know we all have

which the same work colleague

boxes and we all have stories.

shaved his head with me during

IR Update asked Wesley to talk
about this remarkable project.
What was your inspiration for
the book?

Tim Wesley with his
grandson, Mason,
who he dedicated his
book to.

10

my chemo treatments. So it’s a

I’ve always loved to write, starting

How does a busy IR profes-

mix of triumph and tragedy, I

in 4th grade when I actually

sional like you find the time

guess you could say.

started writing a book about the

to write and a book?

Super Bowl (never finished that

I started writing the book about

How did you publish the

one). I was a journalism major in

six years ago. There’s no way

book?

college and a reporter for the first

to find the time; so I just had

In October 2016 I spent a

five years of my career, before

to make the time. I wrote late

couple months putting it

moving into corporate commu-

at night, early in the morning,

together using Amazon’s self-

nications and IR for the past 30

weekends, on planes, in hotel

publishing arm (CreateSpace)

years. Every writer thinks they

rooms, whenever and wher-

and held my first printed book

have a book in them, and I was

ever I could. I sometimes went

in hand in late December 2016.

no different, but the dream was

weeks without making much

We have three grown daughters,

dormant for a long time.

progress – funny how those

and I won’t say it was like

times seemed to correspond to

holding one of them for the first

How did you come up with

quarterly earnings announce-

time, but it was quite a thrill. IR

the topic?

ments, conference season, and

I’ve always loved sports and his-

board meetings. And there

Note: The book is available

tory, especially family history.

were times when I wasn’t sure

on amazon.com.
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A BETTER
ANNUAL MEETING
EXPERIENCE
FOR YOUR
SHAREHOLDERS

You can improve shareholder engagement, increase voting and lower costs with our customizable services. It’s never too
early to plan for your next meeting! Visit computershare.com/annualmeetings to learn more.

NIRI NOW
CALENDAR

These upcoming events provide excellent professional
development opportunities for NIRI members. Learn
more at www.niri.org/full-calendar.

JUNE 3

FINANCE 101:
INTRODUCTION TO
CAPITAL MARKETS AND
FINANCE FUNDAMENTALS
SEMINAR

JUNE 3

JUNE 4

Orlando, FL
Whether you are new to IR or a
veteran, this interactive session will
help you express your thoughts with
impact. Learning principles and
techniques of clear, efficient financial writing. Through examples and
practical exercises, you will learn to
recognize good writing and what to
look for when you edit copy.

Orlando, FL
Learn to look through the eyes of
one of your key target audiences.
Find out how analysts think, how
they build their models and what
pushes their buttons. This course
will put you in the shoes of an analyst so that you can see things from
their perspective. Exercises include
interpreting how guidance affects
an analyst’s model and identifying
the key assumptions in consensus.

WRITING WORKSHOP FOR
INVESTOR RELATIONS

Orlando, FL
Learn the basics of Financial Markets, Corporate Finance, Financial
Statements, and Valuation. This
course will give you the confidence
to participate in financial discussions and enable you to engage with
investors, analysts, the business
media and the C-suite.

THINK LIKE AN ANALYST
SEMINAR

JUNE 4-7
NIRI ANNUAL CONFERENCE

Orlando, FL
The premier global IR education
and networking event helps you stay
relevant with interactive sessions,
industry breakouts and insight from
today’s thought leaders.

SEPT
11-13

FUNDAMENTALS OF
INVESTOR RELATIONS
SEMINAR
Boston, MA
The comprehensive IR seminar
offers a structured overview of
all aspects of investor relations,
including marketing, communication, and finance.

YOU CAN
TRANSFORM YOUR IR PROGRAM
AT BOOTH #601

MEDIA &
INFLUENCER
DATABA SES
SHAREHOLDER
ID

NA SDAQ IR
ANALY TICS TM

MONITORING
& MEDIA
INTELLIGENCE

MEE T X
INVES TOR
TARGE TING
DIREC TOR S
DESK

PERCEP TION
S TUDIES

AC TIVISM
PR AC TICE
IR WEBSITES &
NEWSROOMS

NA SDAQ
IR INSIGHT ®

PRESS RELE A SE
DIS TRIBUTION

WEBC A S TING

CORPORATE SOLUTIONS
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“The IRC validates the knowledge
and skills that are required to be
excellent in the practice of
investor relations. It sets the
standard of practice for the
advancement of the profession.”
Valerie Haertel, IRC
INVESTOR RELATIONS OFFICER
BNY MELLON

IRC Certification is
VALIDATION
Learn more about the
new IR global standard.
www.niri.org/certification

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

IS THE
INFORMATION
MORASS

UNDERMINING
YOUR IR
EFFORTS?
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IR teams need to unblock information flows, swiftly
access the most relevant data, and unearth their
company’s most powerful stories.
BY REGINALD C ASH

S

peed kills. This is true in sports, in startups,

ment and sharing of quantitative results is a defined

and in tech. From Amazon to Facebook and

process at most companies, driven by accounting and

Bezos to Zuckerberg, the formula is to move

finance departments with compliance as the main

fast and break things – in a good way. The need for

driver and offering investor relations people little

speed is also true in capital markets. Investors yearn

opportunity for any kind of impact. The role inves-

for speed – from faster trade execution to speedier

tor relations can play is to add a narrative – defined

first-takes from the sell side. Investors want faster

and supported over many quarters of quantitative

responses from investor relations officers as well.

results – that brings the information to life and turns

Responsiveness to investors is perennially men-

data into a coherent investment thesis.”

tioned as the key performance metric for IR when
evaluated by the buy side.
Every IRO I’ve met wants to be fast, responsive, and communicative, but even most wellintentioned IR teams find those goals difficult to
achieve. What’s slowing the pace?

Sadly, it’s the most vital, qualitative, supportive
information for such storytelling that gets bogged
down – and sometimes even lost altogether – in
the information morass.
The opportunity cost of those 600 hours per year
an IR team might spend searching and gathering

The culprit slowing investor relations is as

information – and often scrambling to do so – is

pervasive as it is it is unlikely: information. More

high. For example, one of the truly pernicious effects

specifically, the time it takes IR officers to find

of this inefficiency is a decreased level of investor

the information they need. McKinsey & Com-

engagement. If allocating an inordinate amount

pany, analyzing data from International Data

of time for such information gathering comes at

Corporation, estimates that knowledge workers,

the expense of an IR team’s investor interactions,

across industries, spend three out of every five

then problems increase exponentially.

days searching for, gathering, and distributing

To succeed, IR teams need to unblock informa-

information. This could potentially amount to

tion flows, swiftly tap into quantitative information,

more than 600 hours that a single IR team spends

and unearth their company’s most powerful – and

each year searching for information.

frequently hidden – stories.

For investor relations, the challenge is com-

Here are some tactics that can improve in-

pounded by compliance and regulations, which

formation flow and responsiveness to investors:

There aren’t
any rules,
processes, or
technology that
can overcome
a corporate
culture where
timely and
free-flowing
information
isn’t the norm.

increase the stakes for not only finding the information, but ensuring its accuracy and consistency

Stir – Don’t Shake – the Corporate Culture. The

with corporate messaging – before it is escalated

bedrock of timely information exchange is corporate

to senior management and sent out to the market.

culture. There aren’t any rules, processes, or technol-

This entire information-gathering process is

ogy that can overcome a corporate culture where

also taking place simultaneously with the pen-

timely and free-flowing information isn’t the norm.

dulum swings of daily market volatility and the

It’s very difficult to overcome people’s natural

need for IR teams to be responsive to analyst and

desire to control information. Oftentimes, a cul-

investors in response to market activity.

ture of hoarding valuable information is subtly

Justin Moisio, vice president of investor relations
at Impac Mortgage Holdings, observes, “The develop-

n i r i . o rg / i r u p d a te

reinforced when lone wolf and hero behavior are
rewarded with promotions and executive titles.
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Obviously, investor relations can’t change an

Another behavioral tactic is to ask for someone’s

entire corporate culture on its own. However, when

opinion on a subject, instead of asking for infor-

it comes to working with the most important in-

mation directly. Sometimes simply changing the

formation centers at a company, investor relations

wording of the request from “Can you send me….”

can establish a protocol of information exchange.

to “What do you think about...?” can dramatically

Even the most ardent information bottleneckers

improve responsiveness and quality of response.

are often willing to share information if they feel

When all else fails. network. Investor relations

like there’s something in it for them.

should be proactive in creating relationships based

Investor relations can broker relationships with

on information exchange. Sometimes doing so

internal colleagues who only want to share advan-

internally is just as necessary as it is with analysts

tageous information with the C-suite or direct-line

and investors. Networking is low-tech and nothing

managers by providing these colleagues with access

new, but still incredibly effective. Information is

to market information that – while not proprietary –

often available to those with connections or ac-

is not being widely circulated within the company.

cess to informal networks throughout the orga-

By proactively sharing an analyst report or industry

nization. It’s hard to overstate the value of social

white paper that contains information that can help

capital or equity that well-networked professionals

to amplify a potential source’s function, value to the

bring to their organization. Sometimes proximity

firm, and access is a powerful way to establish a chan-

to just one individual is enough to foster entrée

nel for mutually beneficial information exchange.

to these networks. For investor relations officers

LEVERAGING INFORMATION FOR BETTER MARKETING

A

chieving better information flow across a

balance financial sense with personal goals, self-im-

company frees up time and also reveals

age, or a need for self-expression. Investment profes-

content that can be used to more effectively

sionals make those decisions, too; they pay more for

market a company to investors.

a car because they like the styling or the ads, or they

IR Update checked in with Patrick Van de Wille,

pay more for a watch that’s only marginally better at

chief communications officer at InterDigital – a mid-

telling the time. In investing, many, many decisions are

cap mobile research-and-development company – on

driven not based on the pure metrics, but on whether

how he manages information flows, which enables

someone believes “the story” – witness Tesla’s growth

InterDigital’s investor relations, marketing, and public

as a stock! So at the top end, those “soft properties”

relations teams to leverage internal content more

– if they align with the information you’re providing

effectively across a broad spectrum of platforms and

investors elsewhere – validate the story. At a minimum,

collateral materials.

they can be a strong differentiator if an investor is
examining a number of investments that, based on

Reginald Cash (RC): What’s the role of “soft” proper-

screens, look similar.

ties (such as non-mandatory collateral materials) in
your investor relations program and how do you use

RC: How do you ensure your communications de-

them to engage your investors?

partment is in the information mix of the company, in
order to create your “soft” properties?

Patrick Van de Wille (PV): A lot of people in our busi-

16

ness like to think that investment decisions are primar-

PV: At InterDigital it’s relatively straightforward be-

ily numbers-driven, but I don’t think that’s the case. In

cause I run both investor relations and communica-

our daily life we routinely make financial decisions that

tions and have oversight over marketing. I strongly
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and teams housed in a satellite office location,

out of the c-suite have an advantage, versus those

the payoff of spending a few days or weeks on the

who rely primarily on second-hand information.

“front line” is invaluable.

Most IROs report directly to the CEO or CFO, but

Lastly, if all else fails, consider tapping into hi-

this alone is not enough.

erarchy as your break-glass-in-case-of-emergency

It is critical to be included on monthly business-

scenario for obtaining critical information. In the

progress calls and other routine financial planning

most challenging corporate environments, pull-

and analysis activities. This streamlines the flow

ing rank might be the only means of establishing

of information and makes the need for the CFO or

a protocol. In particularly large organizations,

other finance manager to relay the information to

where people are in disparate offices and divi-

investor relations redundant. If possible, investor

sions without a lot of overlap, this might the most

relations shouldn’t stop at just attending finance

effective way to persuade employees to be more

meetings. Attending strategy, business continuity,

forthcoming with information.

and other standing business update meetings can

Embed IR into the formal information flow. The

make investor relations feel more like a partner

most straightforward process solution to stalled

than a constant source of information demand.

information flows is to bring IR directly into the
formal information flows of the company.

The downside to this approach is that IR teams
only benefit from the formalized information that’s

Investor relations departments that are embed-

already widely shared and understood within the

ded into the natural flow of information in and

organization’s top tiers. The real prize for investor

believe in the integration of the investor relations

with internal subject-matter experts. Our communi-

and communications departments at some level

cations, investor relations, and corporate marketing

in the company. At companies where that isn’t the

teams are really just one team.

case, I suggest holding recurring meetings anchored
in peer respect and a spirit of collaboration, and

RC: Are there additional best practices around in-

even, if possible, physical proximity of offices to

formation flows or investor engagement – which run

maximize informal interaction.

contrary to traditional practices – that you would like
to share?

RC: How do you work within the organization to
extract the insights necessary to drive your investor

PV: Just to be clear, the single most important aspect

relations program?

of investor relations is compliance – nothing is more
important. That’s why, even though I’m a very digital

PV: Since we’re a research-and-development

IRO, I nonetheless avoid any tools that increase our

company, a lot of our “soft materials” need involve-

compliance risk, like Twitter or Facebook. But once

ment from our engineering team. We have recurring

you feel like you’ve got compliance effectively man-

weekly joint communications and marketing team

aged, I encourage people to understand that our role

meetings to ensure a pipeline of content, and we

is sales: we’re selling awareness and a positive under-

reach out to subject-matter experts internally. We

standing of our company. The more efficient we are

also have an integrated public relations and con-

at turning our corporate content into useful assets,

tent-marketing program, and that program drives a

the more effective our respective investor relations

lot of the soft properties that anchor into our inves-

practices are going to be.

tor relations program and structures our interaction
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relations is to insert itself into the tacit information

Often companies build organizational awareness

market that exists in every company. A deeply embed-

of investor relations by using IR as a training ground

ded investor relations team benefits from employee

for managers and new employees. One of the perks

watercooler culture that happens outside formalized

of using investor relations as a rotational position is

Companies

meetings. Casual business information is often where
the secret sauce of any organization resides. Under-

that circulate

standing the narrative of business process through
this informal lens is often the difference between

organization have exposure to and understand the
importance of investor relations and can facilitate
these natural avenues of information exchange.

an average investor relations team and a great one.

information
easily can

Break down technological silos. Let’s face it, even the

Don’t always pull information – train employ-

change the

ogy. If IROs become silos of information themselves,

investor

shifted from an organizational problem to a depart-

relations

via emails can unintentionally end up trapped in

paradigm

of intra-team communications that’s overly reliant

ees to push it too. The best way to establish the
informal networks of information exchange is to
ask these deep pockets of rich knowledge to come
and explain the processes of both their business
lines and their individual role in facilitating business. Asking an employee who doesn’t normally
have an opportunity to present such information
outside of his or her corporate silo is a powerful

from reacting

way to tap into the corporate narrative.
For example, asking someone from the custom-

to analyst

er-service department to present to the investor
relations team what a typical day looks like in his or
her role will surely unearth aspects of the business
that often go overlooked, but are powerful pieces
of information for investor relations departments
and investors to get a nuanced, grass-level view
of business operations.
The benefits are twofold: Having someone present
details about their business line, and role, to investor
on a specific area of the business. Simultaneously,
manager who has made a presentation about his
investor relations is most frequently interested in.
In his experience, Moisio noted, “These internal roadshows (as they are sometimes called)
is a practice that codifies informal networks and
facilitates information exchange. Investor relations
should go to internal content experts proactively
needed – and valuable. Oftentimes, managers aren’t

inboxes. Especially in larger organizations the problem
on email is a constant source of frustration.
Adopting technology that fosters true collaboration, where content experts can share what
they find important about their businesses – and

the holy grail of information management.

proactively

can change the investor relations paradigm from

shaping the

actively shaping the conversation, by introducing

the insights they’ve gleaned from the market – is
Companies that circulate information easily
reacting to analyst and investor concerns to prothought-provoking corporate context on their
organization.
“Our goal in investor relations is to understand and complement an investor’s decisionmaking process,” Moisio says. “We are always
conscious that when the right information is

provoking

delivered to the right user – not only at the right

corporate

period – the outcome is an optimally informed

context on their

and clue them in on the type of information that’s

mental one. The most basic information exchanged

concerns to

thought-

or her department on just what type of information

then the task of democratizing information has just

investor relations officers can share in real time

by introducing

this information-exchange session will train the

best practices can be undermined by faulty technol-

and investor

conversation,

relations is a great way for the team to do a deep dive
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that a broad array of senior managers throughout the

organization.

specific time but also consistently over a long
decision-making process.”
After all, the best kind of investor-analyst responsiveness is to give the answer before the
question is even asked. How’s that for speed? IR

sure what type of content is relevant to investor

REGINALD CASH is founder and CEO of www.

relations – especially the qualitative kind. Assisting

GatekeyIR.com, a blog dedicated to investor

them can be helpful on both sides.”

relations; reginald@mrkrs.co.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF
INVESTOR RELATIONS
SEPTEMBER 11-13, 2017
BOSTON, MA
This comprehensive IR seminar offers
a structured overview of all aspects of
investor relations, including marketing,
communication, and finance.
BEST IN CLASS INVESTOR
PRESENTATIONS AND INVESTOR
DAYS: COMMUNICATING YOUR
COMPANY’S STORY
SEPTEMBER 14, 2017
BOSTON, MA
A hands-on one day workshop that
combines theory with small group
breakouts and focuses on all the key
elements for a successful investor
presentation.

WRITING WORKSHOP FOR
INVESTOR RELATIONS:
CRAFTING A COMPELLING
MESSAGE FOR INVESTORS

FINANCE ESSENTIALS: CAPITAL
STRUCTURE, ACCOUNTING,
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AND
CORPORATE VALUATION

SEPTEMBER 15, 2017
BOSTON, MA

NOVEMBER 8-9, 2017
NEW YORK, NY

This interactive session will help you
express your thoughts with impact.
Learn principles and techniques of
clear, efficient financial writing.

Covers accounting and analysis and
key corporate finance concepts –
shareholder value, cost of capital,
evaluating M&A, dividend and buyback policy – everything you need to
communicate your company’s financial
story effectively and participate fully in
C-suite discussions.

FINANCE 101: INTRODUCTION
TO CAPITAL MARKETS &
FINANCE FUNDAMENTALS
NOVEMBER 6-7, 2017
NEW YORK, NY
Gain a grounding in all aspects of
finance needed for IR and corporate
communications. In addition to
accounting essentials and how to
understand earnings releases, learn
about capital markets, key financial
audiences, economics essentials,
valuation, and the concept of
shareholder value.

For more information and to register: www/niri.org/learn

ACCOUNTING

The End of
Accounting
Professor Baruch Lev discusses
his new book on the declining
relevance of financial reports and the
implications for IR professionals.
"FINANCIAL REPORTS
ARE NOT USEFUL
IN CONDUCTING
VALUATIONS.”

BY AL RICK ARD, C AE

“TANGIBLE ASSETS ARE GOING DOWN AND DOWN,
AND INTANGIBLES ARE RISING – THEY ARE NOW
DOUBLE COMPARED TO TANGIBLE ASSETS. WHILE THIS
HUGE TRANSITION HAPPENED, ACCOUNTANTS AND
ACCOUNTING REGULATORS WERE AND ARE ASLEEP AT
THE WHEEL. ALL THESE ASSETS WHICH REALLY
CREATE VALUE ARE NOT ON THE BALANCE SHEET.”

T

hese provocative comments – delivered

The title of your book – The End of Accounting

by Baruch Lev, professor of accounting

– is provocative. Explain what you mean by it.

and finance at the New York University

We provide in our new book extensive empirical

Stern School of Business, during the December

evidence that the usefulness of financial report

2016 Senior Roundtable – were part of his thought-

information to investors is fast deteriorating.

provoking speech that described the tenets of his

Various reasons caused this unfortunate devel-

new book, The End of Accounting.

opment, primarily the failure of the Financial

While he noted that accounting still has its place

Accounting Standard Board to adjust accounting

in corporate finance, he proposed an alternate set

to the most dramatic business development of

of metrics not found in financial reports that he be-

recent decades – the surge of intangible assets

lieves would be more useful and relevant to analysts.

(R&D, technology, brands, human resources) as

IR Update interviewed Professor Lev to learn

the major driver of corporate value and success.

more about his views.
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“EARNINGS NO LONGER
MOVE MARKETS. ALL
THIS OBSESSION WITH
EARNINGS CONSENSUS
IS A DISTRACTION.”
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Praise for

gibles) are missing from the balance sheet, and

The End of Accounting
Tell us about the six key variables
financial
and the Path Forward forin
Investors
and Managers
(continued from front f lap)

LEV
GU

• A detailed proposal for how current accounting

“Utilizing and valuing intangible assets is essential for companies’ investment and
capital allocation decisions. This book proposes a thoughtful approach for managers
and investors to appraise intangibles and thereby more accurately assess a company’s
value and performance. It’s an important book for business leaders to read.”
—Samuel J. Palmisano, Former Chairman, CEO and President, IBM

the Path Forward for
and Managers
The End of Accounting andInvestors

and reporting systems can be restructured to
efficiently serve twenty-first century companies,
investors, and lenders

seriously distort reported earnings because their

reports that you say have become dramatically

investments are mixed in the income statement

less relevant during the past 30 years.

with regular expenses. This is a double whammy

One of our empirical tests of financial reports

for leaving out relevant information.

usefulness reflects the association between public

• Concrete steps to conduct your investment

routine to align with the real drivers of
business success

Make your investing and lending decisions based
on information that matters with The End of
Accounting and the Path Forward for Investors
and Managers.

BARUCH LEV is the Philip Bardes Professor
of Accounting and Finance at the NYU Stern
School of Business. He has authored more
than 100 research studies and five books, including Winning Investors Over.

FENG GU is an associate professor at SUNY at
Buffalo University and chair of the Accounting
and Law Department. He has written numerous
articles for top research journals.

“Reading this amazing book, I was reminded of Bill James’ revolution in the analysis
of baseball (Sabermetrics), celebrated in the book and movie, Moneyball. Baruch Lev
and Feng Gu argue for similar revolution in securities’ analysis, where the financial
stakes are orders-of-magnitude higher and the economic implications infinitely
greater. The authors take us gently by the hand and escort us through every key
aspect of their stunning case with a rare combination of clarity, humor, and scholarly
authority—to be acted upon by investors and managers.”
—Gene Epstein, Economics & Book Editor, Barrons’
“The authors have identified an important area for investors—the accounting and
reporting distortions of the actualities of businesses. They do an excellent job proposing
ways to overcome these distortions. All investors should be cognizant of the
issues presented in this book.”
—Win Murray, Director of Research, Harris Associates L.P.

In addition, regulators’ focus in recent decades

companies’ capitalization (total market value)

on “fair value accounting” – striving to present

and six key financial report variables: sales, cost

assets and liabilities at current values – increased

of sales (the two reflecting gross margin, a focus of

“This is one of those rare accounting and finance books that is both thought-provoking
and visionary. The authors propose and demonstrate an exciting and highly practical
new direction for corporate reporting and investment analysis, focusing on the valuecreating resources of the enterprise. An essential reading for investors, accountants,
and standard-setters.”
—Allister Wilson, Global Partner, Ernst & Young LLP

“A thought-provoking book on how to make accounting and financial reporting more
relevant to investors, where intangible assets play a key role.”
—Josef Lakonishok, CEO, LSV Asset Management
$49.95 USA /$59.95 CAN

Cover Design: Wiley
Cover Image: © Sergey Nivens/Shutterstock

exponentially the number and impact of largely

analysts), SG&A (selling, general, and administra-

unreliable managerial estimates in financial reports

tive) expenses, net income, assets, and liabilities. If

(asset and goodwill write-offs, marking-to-market

these key financial report variables inform inves-

non-traded assets/liabilities). All those unreli-

tors about enterprise value and growth potential,

able – and sometimes manipulated estimates and

they should be highly associated with differences

forecasts – increase the noise and inexactitude

across companies’ capitalizations (high capital-

of information to investors. The usefulness to

ization for profitable, asset-rich companies, and

investors of this deficient information is nearing

vice versa for low profit, asset-poor companies).

its end; hence our book title.

The chart, “Decreasing Share of Corporate Market

The

End

of

Accounting
and the Path Forward for
Investors and Managers
BARUCH LEV
FENG GU

D

espite the efforts of regulators around
world who strive to improve accoun
and corporate transparency, the fina
information they require to be disclosed
longer truly reflects the performance and v
of business enterprises. The End of Accoun
and the Path Forward for Investors and Man
empirically proves this statement and offers a
way of reporting that provides a truly transp
look at a business’s vitality.

Today’s financial reports provide a very small
ponent of the relevant information investors
lenders need to wisely put their money with h
potential organizations. Inside, the authors
their radical findings from examining quar
earnings conference calls and investor mee
in four major economic sectors, revealing t
company’s worth lies in the strategic, va
enhancing resources it holds rather than
traditional assets in corporate financial rep
This groundbreaking process is more than a
to avoid investing in companies with mislea
financial reports; it’s also proven to uncove
companies poised to capture major ma
share, but currently burdened by red ink on
books. The conclusions inside fly in the fa
conventional investment wisdom and prac
but they were reached by extensive examin
of real-world facts and, as you will see, prove
numerous case studies. This thorough reso
gives you what you need to gain meanin
insight into a company, including:

• A comprehensive system of economic indic

that evaluates the performance and longcompetitive position of business enterprise
(continued on back f lap)

Value Attributed to Multiple Financial Indicators,”
You argue that financial reports have limited

shows that associations between the six indica-

usefulness in conducting valuations of

tors and market values were indeed very high in

companies. Why?

the 1960s and 1970s, but deteriorated fast from

Enterprise valuation is based on measures that

the mid-1980s, reflecting recent loss of financial

indicate real value changes. However, the finan-

information usefulness. A clue: the mid-1980s wit-

cial statement main change measure – earnings

nessed the emergence of intangibles-based sectors,

– is determined by indiscriminately expensing

such as software, biotech, telecom, internet-based

all investments in intangibles, which rather than

enterprises, and so forth. The lesson to IROs: to

detracting from enterprise value (expensing) are

keep investors engaged, provide alternative and

the major value creators in modern business. For

more relevant information to investors.

example, is Juno Therapeutics (a leading biotech
company) reporting heavy losses because of in-

You note that since 1975 there has been a

discriminate R&D expensing, a business failure, or

continuous increase in analyst ambiguity about

great promise? Add to this the multiple subjective

company valuations despite a corresponding

managerial estimates and forecasts underlying most

increase in FASB and IASB standards and size

income statement items and it becomes clear that

of financial reports. What does this tell us?

GAAP-based earnings are deeply flawed measures

Analysts’ estimates of corporate earnings are

of enterprise change, and therefore of little use to

predicated on clear and relevant financial in-

investors. This is made clear empirically in the

formation, and reliable managers’ guidance of

chart, “The Consequences of Missing or Beating

future results. The constantly changing rules of

the Consensus Earnings Estimates,” from our book

accounting and financial reporting (including

showing that the much-coveted beating (surpass-

the new revenue recognition and leasing rules)

ing) consensus earnings increases share price, on

result in increasingly complex and unreliable

average, by a mere half a percent (left of top curve),

(estimation-based) financial indicators, leading

while the much dreaded consensus miss detracts

to increasingly ambiguous and sometimes biased

only 1–1.5 percent of share price. These are minor

information set for analysts to form their forecasts.

price reactions to seemingly important earnings

This largely explains our perplexing finding that

results. Fact: earnings no longer move markets.

despite all the improvements in data availability
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Disclosing and Clarifying Financial Information Is a Major Activity of
IROs, But…
FIGURE 3.4 Decreasing Share of Corporate Market Value Attributed to Multiple Financial Indicators
Adjusted R2 from regression of companies' market value on their sales, cost of sales, SG&A, earnings,
assets, and liabilities, 1950-2013
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From: Lev and Gu, "The End of Accounting and the Path Forward for Investors and Managers," 2016.

and information technology, analysts’ ambigu-

mation technology, etc. The continuous growth

ity about the future prospects of companies – as

of corporate investment in intangibles and the

reflected by the dispersion of the individual esti-

precipitous decline in tangible investment, as

mates (variance) around the earnings consensus

shown in the chart, “The Intangibles Revolution,”

– is on the rise since the mid-1970s. This is yet

– clearly attest to the overwhelming importance

another manifestation of the fading usefulness

of intangible capital. Lesson to IROs: voluntary

of accounting-based reports.

disclosure about strategic, mostly intangible assets is vital to investors.

You argue that company investments in

22

“intangible” assets are more relevant than

How does the track record of questions

investments in “tangible” assets. Give us some

analysts ask in earnings calls support your

examples of these and why they are important.

views on the importance of reporting on

Most tangible, physical assets such as plants, ma-

strategic assets?

chines, equipment, inventory, airplanes, or office

Our examination of hundreds of earnings calls

buildings are “commodities,” in the sense that

in four leading sectors – media and entertain-

your competitors have access to the same assets.

ment, insurance, pharma and biotech, oil and

Therefore, you cannot “best” your competitors and

gas – made it clear that most analyst questions

create value with physical assets. At best, tangible

revolve around the companies’ strategic assets

assets are enablers in the value creation process.

(changes in customer franchise, development of

Value is created by unique assets – those assets

the product pipeline, restructuring of oil and gas

your competitors don’t have – and are difficult for

exploration fields), their deployment to create

them to imitate. These “strategic assets” are mostly

value, and competitive threats to those assets (such

intangible: patents, trademarks, brands, unique

as Pandora’s intrusion into SiriusXM’s customer

human resources and business processes, infor-

franchise). Very few analyst questions were aimed
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The oft-heard

But What About "Earnings Moving Markets"? No Longer

argument of

FIGURE 2.3 The Consequences of Missing or Beating the Consensus Earnings Estimate

“competitively

75-day average stock price changes (returns) from the earnings announcement for companies that
missed the consensus EPS or beat the consensus by 1-3 cents, 2011-2013
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disclosure

Missing forecast by 1c-3c

overblown.

-2.0%

The fact is,
at accounting numbers, such as sales or earnings,

11-15) that will help companies to effectively

or balance sheet data, except for the few cases of

communicate a comprehensive, relevant, and

significant company performance deterioration.

consistent message, particularly useful for orga-

The importance of strategic assets to analysts was

nizing conference call presentations.

clear, and led us to develop a proposed “strategic
resources and consequences” report.

You argue that if companies in a given sector
can present a consistent set of information

How does this translate into major themes to

about their strategic assets to allow an

discuss with investors?

apples-to-apples comparison, this would

Except for an unusually poor-performance quar-

provide analysts with the data they need to

ter, where the focus of the earnings call should

make intelligent valuations. From a practical

obviously be on what went wrong and how it fix

standpoint, how do you get a group of

it, the discussion should focus on changes in the

companies to agree to provide these, given

enterprise business model and the performance

that some will believe that certain metrics will

of strategic assets (new subscribers and churn rate

favor their competitors?

changes, changes in policy renewals of insurance

Sometimes industry associations develop uni-

companies, new landing rights of airlines, etc.).

form disclosure paradigms for members (such as

Most companies discuss these issues in the earn-

the World Gold Council’s work on a uniform cost

ings calls, though in a haphazard and inconsistent

measurement). Absent this, if one company sets

manner (one pharma company gives expected

an example of relevant and consistent disclosure,

clinical trial launches in one quarter, but not in

competitors, under pressure from analysts, will soon

others). This inconsistency isn’t helpful to inves-

follow (see our example of Pfizer and the product

tors. In the End of Accounting, we provide and

pipeline in Chapter 16). Regarding information

demonstrate a disclosure framework (Chapters

potentially benefitting investors, such information
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Reason 1: Dramatic Change In Companies' Business Models,
While Accountants Asleep At The Wheel
FIGURE 8.1 The Intangibles Revolution
US private sector investment in tangible and intangible capital (relative to gross value added), 1977-2014
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should, of course, not be disclosed. But these are

You are working with one of the big four

rare cases. Most company information is known

accounting firms to develop new disclosure

to competitors from employees changing employ-

documents to show relevant investor metrics.

ment, from customers and suppliers, from reverse

How is that work progressing and can you

engineering of competitors’ products, and other

provide insight into what these documents

sources. The oft-heard argument of “competitively

may include?

sensitive information” in support of restricting

This work is progressing very well. The firm’s

disclosure is generally overblown. The fact is, there

proposal for future corporate disclosure, focus-

are very few secrets in today’s open business.

ing on long-term value, prominently features
our strategic resources and consequences report

You recently presented the concepts in your

(Chapter 11). It was presented by the accounting

book to 350 financial analysts. How was it

firm to separate groups of academics, investors,

received?

and analysts, and finally to corporate executives.

It was received very well, with a few large funds

The response was generally positive. Most busi-

inquiring whether we are open to develop with

ness people realize that the current, accounting-

them new valuation models. But not everyone

based financial reporting is flawed and outdated.

was convinced. Some analysts still believe in

The major test of this project is whether public

their old valuation models centered around the

companies will adopt the proposed disclosure

prediction of corporate earnings. Recent years’

paradigm. Stay tuned. IR

poor performance of managed funds, and the

24

mass migration of investors to passive index funds

AL RICKARD, CAE is president of Association

should convince analysts that an overhaul of their

Vision, the company that produces IR Update

valuation models is urgently needed.

for NIRI.
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The Montage, Laguna Beach, CA

2017 NIRI SENIOR ROUNDTABLE ANNUAL MEETING
November 29 - December 1 in Laguna Beach, CA
Address your unique challenges and distinct professional needs…
CONNECT—with the member-only online community
EXPERIENCE—the prestigious Senior Roundtable Annual Meeting
• November 29 - December 1, The Montage, Laguna Beach, CA
ATTEND—special SRT-member in-person events
• SRT functions and gatherings at the NIRI Annual Conference
• Networking meetings in U.S. financial centers
SAVE—with reduced rates on NIRI education programs,
including Annual Conference

For SRT membership criteria, a sample meeting agenda, and to apply go to www.niri.org/srt

SUSTAINABILITY

THE CURRENT STATE OF

SUSTAINABILITY
COMMUNICATIONS

A NIRI webinar explored the latest trends in sustainability
reporting and disclosure. Find out why it’s essential for your
company and IR team to be aware and active in this area.
BY PAM ST YLES

S

an imperative for IROs to understand,

Sustainability Reporting
and Disclosure

because mainstream investors have rap-

The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) – introduced

idly begun adopting corporate environmental/

in 1997 – is the most commonly used reporting

social responsibility/governance (ESG) strategies

framework in the world with more than 5,000

and performance expectations in investment

companies using it to report on ESG. Coppola noted

decision-making.

that the most recent generation of GRI guidance,

ustainability communications has become

At least 20 percent of U.S. investment capital

the GRI Standards, was released late last year. GRI

– $1 out of every $5 of assets under manage-

is being written into many global regulations, stock

ment (AUM) totaling more than $8 trillion – is

exchange listing requirements, and guidance.

READ MORE
The IRRI survey of

now interested and seeking information about

Panelists also highlighted several other report-

sustainability performance, according to a latest

ing frameworks, including the International Inte-

investors, analysts, and

2016 semi-annual report by the U.S. Sustainability

grated Reporting Council (IIRC) and the Sustain-

listed companies about

Investment Forum (US SIF).

ability Accounting Standards Board (SASB). IIRC

ESG issues is available at

More than 130 members recently participated

takes into account six different forms of capital,

http://bit.ly/2q3W6sC

in a NIRI webinar titled, “Sustainability Reporting

including not only financial but manufactured,

and Disclosure: How Is This Important for IR?” to

intellectual, human, relationship, and natural

learn more about these growing trends. Panel-

capital. Coppola explained, “Leading organizations

ists included Hank Boerner, chairman and chief

are using this and other frameworks to form more

strategist of the Governance & Accountability

holistic strategies to maximize value generation

Institute; Lou Coppola, executive vice president

for the company and shareholders.”

and co-founder of the Governance & Accountabil-

SASB uses the U.S. Supreme Court’s definition

ity Institute; Mike Krzus, an integrated reporting

of materiality and an evidence-based process to

specialist and advisor to BrownFlynn/Sustainserv;

identify sustainability topics that are proven to

and Mike Tyrrell, founder of SRI-Connect and a

create value or mitigate risk. The organization

sustainability investment analyst.

creates standards on an industry or sector basis

“While transitioning to a more mainstream
asset owner and management priority today, the

and its goal is to have companies report these
disclosures in their 10K/annual reports.

evolution of corporate sustainability reporting

By the end of 2015, 81 percent of S&P 500 com-

and development of more market information

panies were producing sustainability reports. S&P

portals has also aided individual and coordinated

500 companies can have resources not accessible

actions of numerous shareholder initiatives and

to smaller companies, so IROs should understand

investor coalitions,” Boerner observed. “Banding

there are ways to right-size sustainability programs

together, they form effective coalitions to ad-

and strategic communications. Besides stand-alone

dress climate risk, responsible lending, political

sustainability reports, other ways to publicly present

spending, and many other issues. These issues

focused sustainability disclosure and discussion

shape the very public agenda for the corporate

include using integrated reporting and/or the

proxy season.”

spectrum of IR communications platforms.
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U.S. Public Policy Trends & ESG Disclosure Convergence
Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) bulletin allowing
ESG factors in pension fund investment decision-making

Exchange
& Regulatory
"Mandates"

EO#13693 New Sustainability Goals Across Federal Suppy Chain
EU Directive for mandatory Sustainability reporting (effective 2017)
Dodd-Frank Wall Street & Consumer Protection Act

EO#13514- Federal Ledership in Environ, Energy and
Economic Performance
Sustainability Stock Exchanges (SSE)

1997

1999

2000 2005

2009

(SASB) (3)

2010

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)

READ MORE

Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP)

“How ESG Drives

(United Nations) Principals for Responsibble Investing (PRI) (2)
Global Initiative for Sustainability Ratings (GISR)

Investment Decisions:
Perspective from Buy
Side,” published in

(1)

DJSI- The first sustainability index fund

(2)

PRI is an independent organization supported by but not part of the United Nations, a.k.a. UNPRI

(3)

Introduced as voluntary reporting, but TBD if SASB may be positioning as the FASB of Sustainability

January 2017, can be

2014

Sustainability
Accounting
Standards Board
(SASB) (3)

Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI) (1)

The Ipreo report,

2011

2015

2016

GRI G4 guidelines
compataible with
ISO 26000

"Voluntary"
ESG/Sustainability
Disclosure

© Copyright 2016. Next Level Investor Relations LLC

downloaded for free at
http://bit.ly/2q3Tbjw.

Integrated reporting is geared toward analysts,

ESG/sustainability in investment analysis first, but

asset managers, and investors (as opposed to

investors in the United States are rapidly catching up.

broader stakeholder groups or other interested par-

Ipreo recently published results of a study

ties) to present ESG data as part of the company’s

on the evolving landscape of ESG integration

long-term strategy discussion. Dispelling a common

titled, “How ESG Drives Investment Decisions:

misbelief, panelists noted that integrated reporting

Perspective from the Buy Side.” The study team

is not a substitute for a sustainability report.

found that investment professionals largely rely

Krzus defined it this way: “Integrated reporting

on company reporting for ESG/Sustainability

is an approach that can be used to focus on com-

research and recommend that IROs take a larger

ponents of a company’s sustainability efforts most

role in increasing sustainability communications.

germane to capital market stakeholders in investment

Tyrrell shared results of a recent Independent

decision-making. It is a business process that results

Research in Responsible Investment (IRRI) survey

in providing information about an organization’s

that included 1,000 investors and analysts plus more

long-term strategy and execution objectives and can

than 300 listed companies. The survey results show

be used to address the challenge of ‘short-termism.’”

that “companies are increasingly delegating responsibility for SRI communications to their investor

An Investor Relations Imperative
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relations teams – often supported by CSR teams.”

Just in the last few years, the field has suddenly

Several additional IRRI survey findings include:

matured with mainstream investors adopting ESG

oo Asset managers care about sustainability because

approaches in investment decision-making, such as

asset owner clients are putting pressure on them

Goldman Sachs, State Street, Bank of America, UBS,

and because these factors have investment impact.

BlackRock, Morgan Stanley, HSBC, and many others.

oo Over 90 percent of new investment guidelines

It is widely recognized that the United Kingdom

issued by institutional investors surveyed require

and European institutional investors embraced

sustainability and corporate governance factors to
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be integrated into investment decision-making.

There are many other sustainability data and

oo 73 percent of asset managers believe direct

research providers, including but not limited to

contact with companies on sustainability issues

ThomsonReuters (which owns Asset4), IW Finan-

is an important part of their research process.

cial, Oekom Research, SustainAlytics, RobecoSAM

oo Annual sustainability-focused webinars and

Group, and MSCI.

READ MORE
Trends Converging!,
published in January

roadshows are valued by both companies and

2017, authored by Hank

investors as efficient and high-quality ways of

Final Word

communicating.

There is a frequent view in the IR community
related to sustainability, something like, “nobody

Big Data for Sustainable Investing

is asking IR about sustainability, so nobody cares.”

Whether you know it or not, there is likely consider-

This response couldn’t be further from the truth

able data out there on your company’s ESG perfor-

or reality today. Sustainability reporting and dis-

mance that institutional investors and analysts are

closure is important for investor relations in the

relying on. One of the fastest growing resources is

strategic communications story. IR

Boerner, provides an
in-depth look at ESG/
sustainability trends for
corporate managers.
It can be downloaded
for free at
www.ga-institute.com
under the

the ESG dashboard on Bloomberg terminals – with
thousands of public company data sets and volumes

PAMELA STYLES is principal of Next Level

of information about issuers’ sustainability efforts.

Investor Relations LLC, and an advisory board

A Bloomberg terminal sits on practically every

member for the NIRI Capital Area chapter;

analyst and asset manager’s desk – some 325,000

p.styles@nextlevelinvestorrelations.com.

worldwide. This dashboard is built around the GRI

She served as moderator of the sustainability

and other frameworks.

webinar.
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CHAPTER SPOTLIGHT
Benchmarking Your IR Program
The NIRI San Francisco chapter shares insights on the various
metrics used by IR teams.
BY NICOLE NOUTSIOS

B

enchmarking the success of an IR pro-

Long-Term Metrics

gram can depend on a number of factors,

Overwhelmingly, these IROs focused on achieving

including market cap, industry, stability

long-term valuation targets and on lowering stock

of financial metrics, and a management team’s

volatility compared to their peer groups. All panelists

support of the function. Once aligned with man-

emphasized that valuation and stock price apprecia-

agement on the objectives of the program, an IRO

tion metrics can span a long period and noted that

needs to ensure that the appropriate qualitative

companies should also monitor unwanted volatility.

and quantitative metrics are tracked to demon-

“Our primary focus from an investor relations

strate the program’s value added.

standpoint is assessing whether the company’s stock

At a recent NIRI San Francisco event, titled

is fairly valued, based on what information is known

“Benchmarking Your IR Program,” panelists dis-

in the market and versus our internal intrinsic valua-

cussed the goals and metrics used to benchmark

tion work. This helps shape our external messaging,”

their respective IR programs. Attendees learned

Austenfeld of Clorox noted. “And, while we monitor

about the objectives of best-in-class IROs, as well

short-term stock movement, our focus is always on

as the internal metrics they use to benchmark the

seeking to be fairly valued over the long term.”

quality and effectiveness of their IR programs.
The panel also covered how IROs communicate

Quantitative and Qualitative Measures

these metrics to management and their boards.

Beyond valuation metrics, the panelists all reported

The panel’s moderator was Victoria Hyde-

having accountability for a variety of other quan-

Dunn, director of investor relations at Visa, Inc.

titative measures, as well as for qualitative ones.

Speakers included Steve Austenfeld, vice presi-

According to a 2016 NIRI research report, 81 percent

dent, investor relations at The Clorox Company;

of IROs use at least one IR metric to measure their

Julie Tracy, IRC, senior vice president and chief

program’s success. Some of the metrics cited by the

communications officer at Wright Medical Group
N.V.; and Marty Palka, chief intelligence analyst,
investor relations at Cisco Systems.
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speakers included the number of meetings per year,

Getting Feedback From the Street

analyst coverage, quality of the shareholder base,

While it is important to benchmark your IR

SHARE A PHOTO

peer valuations, and Wall Street message retention.

program, it is imperative that companies seek

If you have photos

feedback from Wall Street on external perceptions

from a NIRI chapter

Tracy of Wright Medical said that her annual

event that you

bonus is tied to the IR department’s quantitative

of the IR program. Everyone noted that they

goals. “My bonus is tracked to the weighted average

provide informal investor feedback to the

turnover rate of the top 50 shareholders,” she said,

management team and conduct perception

“and I am also accountable for whether or not sell-

studies on an ongoing basis. Further, IR

side notes accurately reflect company’s current

departments follow sell-side research to ensure

positioning, regardless of opinion.”

there is strong message pick up, which acts as a

Facebook page or

qualitative form of measurement.

in IR Update.

Communicating IR Success

please send those
photos to: pix@niri.
org. We may feature
them on the NIRI

“A successful program combines a healthy bal-

The panelists said they provide weekly, monthly,

ance of quantitative and qualitative assessments

and quarterly reports to both their boards and

from proactive engagement, education, and feed-

management team. They also participate in weekly

back by internal and external stakeholders,” shared

executive staff meetings to communicate the IR

Hyde-Dunn of Visa. “You want to continually dem-

strategy and performance on key metrics, as well as

onstrate IR’s value as a strategic business partner

to provide overall Wall Street feedback on the com-

and favorably influence the external impression of

pany and its sector.

the organization.”

“We have constant engagement with all key Wall

would like to share,

Whether the focus is on qualitative metrics like

Street stakeholders, and we are responsible for pro-

message uptake or quantitative metrics such as

viding feedback to management on our messaging

long-term valuation or volatility, it is clear that mea-

and whether it is well understood in the market,”

suring IR department performance should be a pri-

Palka of Cisco stated. His department also provides

ority for IROs. By aligning with management on

daily updates on peer news, market updates, and

goals and objectives, an IRO can identify and track

research on Cisco. "For example, every morning,

the appropriate measures for their industry and

we send out a daily market update, discussing what

market cap to drive long-term success. IR

analysts are saying about Cisco, our tech peers and
competitors, as well as an overview of the market.”   

NICOLE NOUTSIOS is founder of NMN Advisors;
nicole@nmnadvisors.com. She is also president
of the NIRI San Francisco chapter. To read NIRI’s
research report on benchmarking practices,
please go to: www.niri.org/analytics.
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“We can count on Corbin when we need
high quality and want to raise the bar.”
Head of Strategy and IR, Mid-cap Healthcare

Corbin is action:
A proven model for
creating value
Introducing Corbin Advisors
Entering our 10th year, we have a strong track record as a strategic
advisor and catalyst for positive change. Our proven methodology,
proprietary analytics database and in-depth experience generate a
foundation of unique insights. We partner with C-suite and IR
executives, tailoring strategies that enable high-impact decisionmaking, secure maximum investor mindshare and create long-term
shareholder value.

If it’s CORBIN, it’s ACTIONABLE.
Perception Studies | Investor Presentations | Investor Targeting & Marketing
Investor Days | Specialized Research | Retainer & Event-driven Consulting

Join the growing list of progressive
companies who are partnering with
Corbin Advisors to unlock value.
(860) 321-7309
CorbinAdvisors.com

